

A House with a Hitch
Life above the NAFTA Superhighway.
by Vivé Griffith

I

live in a house that sits five hundred feet
above Interstate 35 on a bluff that,
before the construction of apartment
complexes and cheap hotels, overlooked the
Colorado River, before the Colorado River
was dammed and became Town Lake.
I live with a man and his daughter in a
house built in 1946, a house with decorative
iron posts on the porch and a bank of casement windows. The house is ever within
earshot of the highway, and its whine, drone,
and rumble are impossible to ignore. It punctuates my days.
Think of it like the surf, people tell me.
Lapping and lapping. The reassuring hum.
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Interstate 35 stretches from just north of the
International Bridge in Laredo, Texas, to
Duluth, Minnesota, where it connects with
Highway 61, a scenic route that skirts the
edge of Lake Superior up to the Canadian border. Its 1,568 miles pass through San
Antonio, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City
(both), Des Moines, and Minneapolis. They
slice farms in the country, define neighborhoods in the cities, and run beside Interstate
35 High School in Truro, Iowa, whose mascot
is, appropriately, the Roadrunner.
In Austin, I-35 was built in the 1950s and
’60s down what used to be East Avenue, a
grand boulevard two-hundred-feet wide lined
with homes and divided by oak-filled medians. In 1962, Highway Commission Chairman Herbert Petry took his hat from his head
and leaned to speak into the microphone at
the highway’s dedication ceremony. One road
now connected the city, north to south.
I-35 has been called the Main Street of
Texas. It is called Avenue of the Saints in
some parts of Iowa, and Jack Kultgen
Expressway in Waco, after a man who ran
the town’s Ford dealership. Its most telling
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moniker, however, is the NAFTA Superhighway.
After the North American Free Trade
Agreement was implemented in 1994, international cargo started rocketing along I-35,
and it became one of the continent’s busiest
trade arteries.
3

I ended up in a house five hundred feet above
I-35 listening to the trucks, the trucks all
night, in the most simple of ways. I fell in love
with a man. He fell in love with a house.
When I met Chris, he lived in a studio
apartment in a dodgy neighborhood with
brand-new appliances and a table borrowed
from a colleague. Recently separated, he
declared himself done with houses for
awhile—the substantial furniture, the cathair-clumped hardwoods, the endlessly
growing lawn. His newfound unfetteredness
appealed to my own cultivated restlessness.
Unfettered he wouldn’t remain. Months
passed, events unfolded, and he entered the
fray of Austin’s housing market the following
fall. I urged him to wait. He cited rising interest rates and a booming market. I tried to stay
out of it, but couldn’t. Soon we stumbled
together through weekends of driving neighborhoods, pulling flyers from tubes hanging
from signs. We were reminded, quickly, how
all good things come with a hitch.
Friends snatched up a lovely Craftsman in
the most coveted neighborhood. Vintage
wood-framed screens covered the windows
and a graceful arch led from living to dining
room. How we envied them! But the house
needed leveling. There was no air conditioning. Homeless men wandered the alley
behind the fence. It had been rented so long
they spent weeks cleaning the dinge from the
tub.
We chased down a house for $100K that

begged us to gut it and begin again. The floors
sloped and the dog’s chain still lay on the carport’s cement. But oh, the possibility! We
walked the block. In one driveway, an elderly
man in a cap sat in a foldout chair. Might be
buying the house on the corner, Chris said. The
man said, They wasn’t too friendly, those folks.
Stories of shootouts, the house surrounded
by cop cars. His face said what we already suspected: We’d be sleeping under a roof with
bad mojo.
The hitch, the hitch. We saw second bedrooms with no windows, overpriced teardowns in gentrified neighborhoods, a brick
ranch literally sliding down a hill. And then
this house came along.
The white-frame exterior with black shutters reminded Chris of his childhood in
Connecticut. The flow from living room to
den, kitchen to dining, bedroom to bathroom
to bedroom. The oaks. The spacious laundry
room where he could not only wash clothes
but reach into old-fashioned metal cabinets
and find the needed light bulbs or extension
cord.
And the couple who owned it, Percy and
Margaret Dean Maynord, who lived in the
house for thirty-five years, delicately scrubbing the grout, making sure the gutters were
cleaned out twice a year, hanging tools from
hooks in the two-car garage, putting in new
double-paned windows and plumbing in the
dry, clean crawlspace. And staying together,
happily, it seemed.
Chris was smitten. I was in North Carolina
visiting friends when he walked into the living room at 1500 Inglewood Street and said, I
would be honored to buy this house from you.
The hitch: The highway.
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Valley Trucking Company. de Boer. Dollar
General. Office Depot. Decker Transport.
Tyson Foods. Logicorps.
The trucks on I-35 do not stop. They do not
stop in the morning, at night, for birthdays,
for Christmas, for sleep.
Ashley Furniture. Landstar. Spirit. H-E-B.
Mission Petroleum. Next Day. Rainbo Bread.
Oak Farms. CalArk. Rocket Line. KraftMaid
Cabinetry.
192,000 vehicles travel the stretch of I-35
that runs through Central Austin every single
day.
192,000 destinations. 192,000 plans.
192,000 engines floating above the sound of a
million tires.
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Percy and Margaret Dean Maynord moved to
Austin from Alabama when they married in
1943. At the time, East Avenue was still lined
with homes and Austin still maintained the
State School for the Feeble Minded and the
State School for Deaf and Blind Negro
Children. The streets downtown were named
for native trees—Live Oak, Cedar, Pecan,
Hickory, Ash.
The Maynords built their lives around
South Congress Avenue, a straight road with
a view across the river to the pink granite capitol. They owned a grocery on South Congress.
They owned a butcher-supply shop, selling
blades and tools and sharpening implements,
selling meat hooks and slicers. Today the grocery store is an Allens Boots. The butcher
supply is a fast-food Japanese restaurant called
Zen and a locally owned ice-cream shop
where they’ll pound M&M’s and jellied
strawberries into your scoop.
When they moved back to Alabama to be
close to Margaret Dean’s one-hundred-yearold sister, Mabel, the Maynords left behind
an eight-by-ten photograph of themselves, at
Chris’s request, to honor their spirit in the
house. They peer out from inside a gold frame
in the den, Percy in his bolo tie, Margaret
Dean with a pouf of brown hair and giant
glasses. They left behind a jade plant that
bloomed red this spring, an old coffee maker.
They left behind vintage sheet music and a
thermometer nailed to the post oak outside
the kitchen window. They left behind a garage
peppered with meat hooks that hang from
beams and now hold our bicycles.
On the day they handed over the keys,
Percy, a man with six decades of membership
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at Congress Avenue Baptist Church, said, I
know I’m not supposed to love any thing in this
world. But I must say that I liked this house very
deeply.
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Everyone from Ray Charles to the Tragically
Hip has sung songs of the highway. Nothing
seems more truly American than a long road
stretched out to elsewhere. We are a people
who hit the road, Jack. We are driving our
lives away. We are rambling men, on the road
again, riders on the storm. We are Maybelline
in her Coupe de Ville, Maybelline who can’t
be true.
John Steinbeck, circumnavigating the
country in a camper in 1960, tried to avoid the
highways. He wrote, “When we get these
thruways across the whole country, as we will
and must, it will be possible to drive from
New York to California without seeing a single thing.”
We have accepted that we see nothing on
the road, but we’ve also accepted the road as
our second home. We sleep in the car while
others drive, and eat behind the wheel, digging our hands into paper bags of hot food.
We conduct business meetings on the road,
pop in movies for the kids, and call our shopping lists to spouses at grocery stores.
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When I came home from North Carolina,
Chris picked me up at the airport and drove
me by the house. That evening, he and his
daughter and I walked through the house
together while the Maynords and their realtor
and Chris’s realtor waited in the living room.
We sat on the couch in the den. We leaned
against the rail on the back deck. We peered
inside the closets.
Then he said to his daughter, “Can you
imagine living in this house?” She could. And
he said to me, “Can you imagine living in this
house?” I could. I really could. I fell in love
with a man. He fell in love with a house.
Chris signed the papers.
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Where are we all going? This question possessed me when I first moved in, when I’d
open the car door to the roar of the road or lie
down to rest to the bang bang bang of compression brakes hammering as trucks slowed
to approach the city.
Where are we all going? Perhaps the literal-

ists have me on this one. Perhaps where we are
going is simply to offices, to deliver dry cleaning, to unload layers of hybrid vehicles at
dealerships that are right now formulating
their next no-money-down offer. Perhaps we
are just delivering products to stores where
they can be placed on shelves and dropped in
carts and stuffed into bags to go back into cars
and be driven across asphalt.
But I suspect we are moving for the sake of
movement. We are moving because we can. To
sit by the side of the highway is to see how
relentlessly we throttle forward. Blink a car
passes, blink another car, blink a truck, a
truck, a car, blink blink blink.
Except when seen from overhead. Flying
into Austin, after the captain announces his
initial descent, bits of light become brighter
and more defined until they become houses
and cars, and it’s easy to pick out I-35. It winds
like a snake from north to south, hugging the
side of downtown. Yellow and solid, it seems
like it’s not moving at all.
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In my six years in Austin, I have lived in six
different homes, signing my name on a series
of leases. Linscomb to Hillside. Hillside to
Newning. Newning to Avenue B. Avenue B,
quickly, to East Side. East Side to this house
on Inglewood.
There were reasons for my moves—rising
rents and loud neighbors and a landlord’s son
who came to town and took over the house—
but I’ve chosen each home because I walked in
the door and my gut said yes.
The best time in any move comes at the
moment when the boxes and furniture are
piled into the new house, the keys to the old
turned over, and the mammoth job of unpacking and setting up home is about to commence. In that exhausted and delirious
moment, the new home exists entirely as
potential.
And the old place begins receding. Each
past home holds a handful of memories and
one or two indelible images. A twisting staircase with a stained-glass window or a view of
a salvage yard, old Airstreams and rusted sawhorses scattered across a stretch of concrete. I
lived for four years in a crumbling Victorian
in Ohio, and what remains today is the morning when, sitting at my desk, I looked across
the street and saw a girl, spinning, arms flung
wide on her front porch.
I can’t say what image would stick from this

house were I to leave. Would it be the sound
of the highway, constant in the air? Or the
tree outside the kitchen windows leafing out
in spring? The hardwoods newly refinished
in their varying shades of oak? The insistence
of the birds?
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Roadrunners have sped across our roof.
Hummingbirds have sipped from the Turk’s
Cap lining the driveway. Caterpillars chew
the fennel down to its stalk in the garden, and
butterflies flit through lantana and sage.
We’ve spotted raccoons, of course, and possums, and we’re told peacocks used to strut
from the faded shed in the lot behind our
house.
This house five hundred feet from the
highway wasn’t always five hundred feet
from the highway, but it was always five hundred feet from the river. The soil remains rich
and entire swaths of land, native and tangled,
have never been developed. It offers weeds to
pull and cardinals to watch and crawlspaces to
keep sealed from the critters of the night.
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The highway haunts Chris as much as it
haunts me. He grew up in a housing development with I-95 thundering just past the backyard’s privacy fence. As a boy, he fantasized
about blowing up the highway bridges near
his house to halt the traffic, to silence it. As
teenagers, he and his first girlfriend hid on
the screened porch and undid each other’s
clothes while a flood of New York–bound
vehicles surged by.
For Chris, choosing to buy a house next to
the highway presented a great irony. The very
thing he had yearned to escape during his
childhood became what he returned to as an
adult. He gritted his teeth, threw up his
hands, and then he made plans. A light tube
in the kitchen. Paneling removed, sheetrock
hung. Surge-protected outlets in the bathrooms.
For me, choosing to live with him in a
house next to the highway was something
different. I had been waiting for the time
when the urge to settle down would be
stronger than the urge to move. This seemed
that time. But I underestimated the immensity of it.
One evening I found myself at the grocery
store pushing a cart full of food, far more food
than I used to buy. Frozen waffles and ten
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tubs of yogurt, jars of sauce and a giant box of
Cheerios for Chris’s daughter cantilevered
across the top. In front of the olive case as I
scooped mixed Greek, a musician from my
past swaggered into my present. He was all
sideburns and clunky boots, and he tossed me
right back into those days of my name on the
list at the door of a smoky bar. He looked at
my cart.
That’s a lot of food, he said, his takeout salad
held loosely in his hand. He was headed to a
gig. I nodded. It was a lot of food. And I put it
in bags and carried it to the car and drove
away.
Back home, I tucked cereal into the cabinets
and waffles into the freezer. It was time to
admit my own great irony: Even as I tempered
my urge toward movement, I had to learn to
live next to it.
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Federated Shipping. Lee Jeans. Texdoor LTD.
England Transport. Overbye Transport.
Shipper’s Transport. Covenant Transport.
NAFTA makes the highway so crowded
and NAFTA feeds our hunger for more and
more and more. The average supermarket
today stocks thirty thousand different
products, three times as many as thirty years
ago. And we want it all—strawberries in
December and oranges in August, olives
imported from the Mediterranean. We want
our blinds shipped next-day delivery and
shirts sewn halfway across the world by people we will never see. In the toothpaste aisle,
we struggle over cool mint versus fresh mint
versus the herbal brand’s fennel seed and
myrrh.
National Carriers. Frito Lay. Tom’s Snacks.
Pepsi. RapidOS. Sandford Oil. Texas Express.
Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart.
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My neighbor, a heavy man in saggy jeans who
drives a van stacked with ladders, wanders
across the street to the vacant lot beside our
house. The blue ranch house with rotting
windows that sat next to us has been torn
down. For a moment during demolition, one
wall remained and a black-and-gold polyester
curtain flapped in the wind.
This neighbor lives behind a fence and a
cluster of overgrown shrubs. I’ve not met him
before, but when he sees me, he lumbers over,
shakes my hand. He’s looking for arrowheads.
He spends much of his time looking for

arrowheads. He is fanatical for arrowheads.
He has lined his driveway with tall chickenwire cylinders filled with the rocks he has
sorted while digging for proof of Native
Americans. Inside his house, his collection of
arrowheads, spear points, and other artifacts
grows.
For ten thousand years, he tells me, this hill
provided a campsite for Native Americans,
who looked out over the Blackland Prairie to
the east in search of buffalo. When I ask him
what tribes of Indians, he laughs. Hundreds of
tribes, hundreds. Passing through and moving
on.
They came here for the proximity to
water, for the vantage point to the prairie,
and for the flint. Most hillsides in the area
only have limestone, but this hillside is full
of flint, and flint is the perfect material for
fashioning spearheads and arrowheads. Just a
few feet below the topsoil, an entire history
exists.
When I ask about the Tonkawa, the
nomadic buffalo hunters I’ve read about, he
says, Well, yes, the Tonkawa came here, but
they were latecomers. They were among the
last to go when Stephen F. Austin allegedly
signed a treaty with the Native Americans,
when the entire government of the Republic
of Texas arrived by oxcart from Houston.
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For weeks we obsessed over paint colors,
changing the dining room from Thyme
Green to Martini Olive, debating whether
our bedroom should be Amber Glow or
Crispy Gingersnap. We held up crown-molding samples to decide the best width. We
propped a gold Formica table out the hatchback, its pitted chrome legs jutting into open
air. We were not living small. We were not
unfettered.
We shopped together and apart, online and
through catalogs and in windowless, air-conditioned buildings with rows of merchandise
awaiting us. We both hated shopping, but we
couldn’t stop. One Sunday afternoon, I
walked through the Barton Creek Square
Mall, struggling with two armfuls of curtain
rods from the Pottery Barn. I’d measured
sizes, decided on finishes, made my requests,
swiped my card. Now I was schlepping boxes
that wouldn’t stay balanced. My arms faltered. My life was absurd.
What had I gotten myself into? This man,
this house, this kid, this project, and all the
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goddamn windows that needed covering?
A blonde woman with her identically
matched blonde daughter walked up to me.
Let us help you with that, she said. I didn’t
argue. She took boxes from me, handed some
to her daughter, saying, We’re going to help
this lady. She took more and carried them herself. They walked with me to the parking lot.
As we searched for my car amid the rows,
she told me, Oh, don’t worry. I’ve been here
before. I know the feeling.
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People tell me I will grow used to the highway, and in some ways I do. Days go by without me noticing it at all. I read books and take
showers and practice two-stepping with Chris
in the living room without hearing it. But
then I’ll climb out of my car in the driveway
and it will roar at me. Or we’ll sit down to dinner and I’ll hear the sirens piercing the air, the
compression brakes hammering.
Think of it like the surf, people tell me.
Lapping and lapping. The reassuring hum.
The highway is not the surf. It will never
be the surf. It will always be asphalt and con-
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struction projects, engines and fumes and
192,000 vehicles passing by.
My neighbors fight development so they
can keep their views into downtown with its
shining nighttime lights. The Turk’s Cap
grows back in the spring, awaiting hummingbirds. The garden fills with parsley and chard.
People keep driving to their destinations,
driving back again.
The highway isn’t going away. It never was.
It arrived in 1962 and it will stay. The question of movement, then, comes down to me.
If I want to, I can pull out the driveway and
turn from Inglewood to Summit, Summit to
Woodland, and Interstate 35 will welcome
me, offering itself south to San Antonio
and Laredo, north to Dallas, Kansas City,
Minneapolis. I haven’t left.
I fell in love with a man. He fell in love with
a house. It is a fine house, with black shutters
and knotty pine, where the curtains are hung
and the life we are making takes shape. In the
kitchen, we practice flipping eggs in the pan
with no spatula. Some days we manage, yolks
unbroken. The sound does not disappear,
does not drop away. ø

